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PROJECT PLAN
Skill Level: Beginner

Project Plans: Bedroom Nook Remodel

Materials
Item

Qty

2" Screws
1" x 2" Primed MDF (8’ Board)*
2" x 8" Pine Board (8’ Board)*

4 / shelf
1
1

* Board Dimensions are "nominal". Actual dimensions are smaller due to lumber industry standards. Cuts are actual length.
A select/premium board or plywood comes with a smoother surface finish. It is clear or has very few tight knots, and it will
have straight and sharp edges. This grade of wood pairs well with other boards or panels better and requires less time to
sand and finish.

Lumber Cut List
Board*

Description

Cut to

Shelf support Primed MDF
Shelves
Pine board

6 ½"
20"

Qty

6
3

Tools Used

Circular Saw

Drill/Driver

Level

Pencil

Tape Measure

Battery Tip: A 4.0 Ah battery is recommended to be paired with high amp draw tools for maximum efficiency.
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Safety Glasses

Project Plans: Bedroom Nook Remodel

Assembly Instructions
Step 1
Let’s do cuts first! The space I’m putting my shelves is 20 1/8" wide, so I will be cutting my pine
boards to 20". Take 1/8" off your wall-to-wall measurement.

Step 2
Cut your primed MDF to 6 ½”. You will need 6 of these cuts.

Step 3
For my space, I’m doing 3 shelves. Let’s put up the supports first. The first set of supports we will put
24” up from your floor. Use your level to be sure these supports will give you straight shelves. Use
your 2” screws to put the supports in. Put screws 1” from each edge of your MDF pieces. Put one on
each side wall, leaving you back wall blank.

Step 4
Repeat step 3, but this time 18” up from the previous supports we just installed. I wanted 3 shelves
so I did another set of supports 18” higher again. So, 6 supports total, 3 on each wall.

Step 5
If you’d like to stain your pine boards, do so now. Let dry.

Step 6
Now you can slide your pine boards in and onto your supports. Now you’ve got some lovely shelves!
Decorate and add baskets for organization space.
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